Effect of Elasticity on Flow Characteristics Inside Intracranial Aneurysms
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Abstract

Many medical and bioengineering researchers have investigated flow behavior inside intracranial aneurysms using computational fluid dynamics. The majority of these studies assume to be rigid wall, but blood flows through a deformable elastic vessel. A few researchers have tried to simulate using fluid-structure interaction because an elastic wall implicates the decrease of wall shear stress inside the aneurysms. The current experimental model with the elastic wall has been carried out using particle image velocimetry. Comparing of wall shear stress in elastic wall aneurysm with that in rigid one, it is clarified that the wall shear stress in elastic wall is approximately 7% smaller than that in rigid one. Although this reduction is small, it affects the flow instability which is very sensitive. This behavior might also influence the spatial gradient of wall shear stress. Recently, the high magnitude and the positive gradient of wall shear stress are regarded to initiate at the apex aneurysms. In this review, the importance of wall shear stress is described. We also look at how the wall deformation affects the flow characteristics in computational fluid dynamics inside the intracranial aneurysms prospectively.
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Introduction

“Circle of Willis” is composed of many vessels and bifurcations. The anterior communicating, middle cerebral, basilar and carotid arteries are regarded as the typical predilection vessels of intracranial aneurysms.

Intracranial aneurysms initiate and develop at specific cerebrovascular sites closely associated with hemodynamic factors. Recently, the hemodynamics of aneurysms have been extensively investigated using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) [1,2]. Furthermore, the flow behavior has also been measured using particle imaging velocimetry (PIV) in patient-specific aneurysm models [3-5]. However, in the majority of recent studies the vascular wall is assumed to be rigid in CFD.

In recent decades, many retrospective studies have been carried out to investigate the hemodynamic difference of ruptured and unruptured aneurysms with the advancement of CFD. The hemodynamic factors, including wall shear stress (WSS), oscillatory shear index (OSI), impingement regions, inflow jet, pressure loss coefficient and flow instability, have been indicated as indicators for the rupture risk [2,4,6-9]. A total of more than 200 ruptured and unruptured aneurysms were analyzed in CFD and showed that morphology played an important factor of hemodynamics in discriminating aneurysm rupture status [2,4,7]. However, the risk factors and the rupture mechanism of intracranial aneurysms have not been clarified yet.

Experiments by PIV have been performed to validate the velocity fields calculated in CFD for patient-specific aneurysms. They showed that velocity vector in PIV agreed with that in CFD, but gross flow patterns and detailed flow structures cannot exactly clarify in CFD [3,10].

An intracranial aneurysm consists of thin elastic wall. Vascular disease is related to flow field in the vicinity of the aneurysms and WSS acting on the aneurysm wall would affect the initiation of vascular disease. Therefore, the effect of wall elasticity on WSS should be clarified by both experiment and simulation. With respect to the elastic intracranial aneurysms, the fluid-structure interaction (FSI) of blood flow has been carried out to investigate the influence of the elastic wall on the hemodynamic factors [11]. Currently, WSS reduction in an elastic aneurysm wall is indicated in an idealized spherical aneurysm model by both PIV and FSI [12,13]. Owing to the lack of suitable experimental techniques, it is not easy to verify the validation of FSI results. A few studies compared CFD results with experiments, which used in vivo and in vitro phase contrast MRI to validate the CFD flow simulations: they proved CFD to be useful in modeling hemodynamic factors [14].

Recently, it has been suggested that the high magnitude and the positive spatial gradient of wall shear stress (WSSG) affects the initiation of aneurysm [8,15]. The positive WSSG might affect the development and the rupture of the aneurysm. With regard to the effects of WSS on endothelial cells (ECs) function, it was indicated that ECs use multiple sensing mechanisms to detect changes in mechanical forces and can respond differently to laminar, disturbed and oscillatory flow [16,17].

WSS reduction might be associated with the response of ECs and the release of hemodynamic force against the intima exposed to WSS. The presence of bruits with a phonocatheter from the sacs of 10 intracranial aneurysms with dominant frequency of 460 Hz ± 30 was detected [18]. So, WSS reduction might affect prospective research, e.g. flow instability inside the aneurysms [9].

Elasticity for Flow Characteristics

The majority of medical and bioengineering researchers have been investigating in CFD with the assumption of a rigid aneurysm wall. Although the WSS reduction was indicated in a FSI simulation and the elasticity has an important effect on WSS, no one endorses
Currently, it is not easy to simulate a patient-specific full-scale phantom model because the size of an intracranial aneurysm is generally 5 to 10 mm with very thin wall. In the 3.6-fold scaled-up idealized spherical elastic aneurysm model induced at the bifurcation of anterior communicating artery in figure 1 [12], the velocity

Clinically, the deformation ratio of intracranial aneurysm was 3 - 8 % with respect to diameter in phase contrast magnetic resonance imaging [19]. Although its ratio might be small, the effect of elasticity on flow characteristics would be impossible to ignore.

Suppression of Wall Shear Stress by Elasticity

Currently, it is not easy to simulate a patient-specific full-scale phantom model because the size of an intracranial aneurysm is generally 5 to 10 mm with very thin wall. In the 3.6-fold scaled-up idealized spherical elastic aneurysm model induced at the bifurcation of anterior communicating artery in figure 1 [12], the velocity

Clinically, the deformation ratio of intracranial aneurysm was 3 - 8 % with respect to diameter in phase contrast magnetic resonance imaging [19]. Although its ratio might be small, the effect of elasticity on flow characteristics would be impossible to ignore.
behavior are indicated in sinusoidal flow wave at the inlet in $Re = 435$ and $\alpha = 4.0$ in figure 2. The Reynolds number is defined as $Re = Ud_0/\nu$ where $U$ and $d_0$ are mean velocity and diameter in afferent vessel, respectively and $\nu$ is kinematic viscosity of working fluid. The Womersley number is also defined as $\alpha = (d_0/2)(\omega/\nu)^{1/2}$ where $\omega$ is angular velocity of pulsating frequency. The magnitude of WSS and the spatially temporal averaged WSS in elastic wall reduced comparing with those in rigid wall in figure 3 and figure 4. At peak systole, the maximum WSS in elastic model is 30% lower than that in rigid model. Furthermore, the spatial and temporal averaged value of WSS in elastic model is approximately 7% smaller than that in rigid one by PIV and FSI.

To reconfirm the above results, the patient-specific image in
Figure 5: Patient-specific image of aneurysm in MCA.

Figure 6: Pulsatile blood flow waveform (Re = 460, α = 1.41).

Figure 7: Velocity vector inside elastic and rigid models (Re = 460, α = 1.41). (a) t/T = 0.125 (Early systole), (b) t/T = 0.250 (Peak systole), (c) t/T = 0.375 (Mid-diastole)
The figure 5 has been referred as the aneurysm model at the bifurcation of middle cerebral artery [13]. Although the morphology is similar to the former model, the flow condition simulates the physiological pulsatile blood flow wave and $\alpha = 1.41$ in figure 6 [9,13]. This model deformed 4.7% with respect to the diameter of aneurysm corresponding to clinical results [19]. Velocity and WSS ($\tau_w$) were experimentally examined in the middle cerebral aneurysm in figure 7 and figure 8, respectively. Overall, although the velocity at peak systole in the elastic model is slightly larger than that in the rigid model, the volume dilatation of 115% in an elastic wall would be closely related to lower WSS. This spatial and temporal averaged value of WSS in elastic model is approximately 7% lower than that in rigid model. This averaged WSS reduction coincides with the former case despite the different Womersley number. Therefore, the wall elasticity suppresses the magnitude of WSS as indicated in the former flow condition.

Currently, the wall of intracranial aneurysms is assumed to be rigid and the effect of elasticity is little for flow behaviors, i.e. OSI, WSS and flow instability. However, it is implicated that this WSS reduction by the deformability in the intracranial aneurysms should consider elasticity.

### Behavior of Flow Instability

Recently, flow instability was extensively noticed as one of risk factors of aneurysm growth and rupture using patient-specific models. It is sure that the flow instability was clarified in the intracranial aneurysms [18].

This flow instability is very sensitive and sometimes induces the periodic oscillation. The periodic vibration accompanying flow instability in the side branch of a T-junction has been indicated in laminar steady flow at $Re = \frac{U_t d_0}{\nu} = 800$ in trunk in figure 9 [20] where $U_t$ and $d_0$ are mean velocity and diameter in trunk, respectively. In the side branch, the tangential velocity profile across the shearing separation layer has a high shear rate of 80 $s^{-1}$ against shear rate of 24 $s^{-1}$ at tube wall sufficiently downstream of the side.

![Figure 8: WSS along elastic and rigid aneurysm walls (Re = 460, $\alpha = 1.41$). (a) $t/T = 0.125$ (Early systole), (b) $t/T = 0.250$ (Peak systole), (c) $t/T = 0.375$ (Mid-diaostole), (d) Polar coordinate](image)
branch in figure 9b. At point P₁, the tangential velocity profile across this layer indicates the clear inflection point with high shear rate. In side branch, the periodic oscillation appears from Re = 300 to 900. Emphasizing flow instability and oscillation, the magnitude of shear rate and the existence of inflection point should be indicated. Even if the effect of elasticity is very small inside the aneurysms, there would be some influences of the elasticity on flow behavior.

Spatial Gradient of Wall Shear Stress

For three decades, it has been suggested that atherosclerosis is initiated at sites with low WSS or OSI≠0, such as the separation region. As the predilection site of atherosclerosis, the bifurcation from the abdominal aorta to renal artery was often examined. Generally, the separation flow was regarded to appear immediately downstream of the round inlet of side branch. However, in the right-angle simulating to renal artery from abdominal artery in laminar steady flow, there is no separation, low WSS and negative WSSG in figure 10 [21]. WSS (τw) around the round inlet of side branch denoted by circle symbol ○ along the proximal wall B in figure 10 decreases, but WSS is not negative. The atherosclerosis is apt to initiate along wall B, i.e. circle symbol ○ around round inlet corner of side branch. WSS (τw) is small positive immediately downstream of round corner. The characteristic feature in the bifurcation is negative WSSG. In figure 11, the physiological meaning of negative WSSG in figure 11b is similar to the separation flow [22]. It was indicated that OSI≠0 has the same physiological meaning as negative WSSG which corresponds to separation or divergent flows in figure 12, i.e. “Compression for ECs”, and the initiation of atherosclerosis is related to it. In other words, it is not necessarily to be OSI≠0 when WSSG is negative.

On the contrary, the intracranial aneurysms are apt to initiate at
the apex of bifurcation [15]. Normally, WSS is zero or very low at the apex and steeply increases downstream, i.e. the spatial gradient of WSS is negative. Therefore, the stress on the endothelial cells becomes compressive at the bifurcation point.

### Figure 10: Distribution of WSS in T-Junction around round inlet corner.

(Re = 760, flow division ratio of Qₘ/Qₗ = 0.23. Open and closed symbols were measured by electrochemical method and laser Doppler velocimetry, respectively. Origin 0 is the bifurcation point.)

### Figure 11: Physiological meanings of negative WSSG.

(a) Separation flow with OSI ≠ 0
(b) No separation flow with negative WSSG of WSS > 0 and OSI = 0

### Figure 12: Effect of negative gradient of WSS on ECs (Negative WSSG affects the compression for ECs).

### Figure 13: Effect of positive gradient of WSS on ECs (Positive WSSG affects the stretching for ECs.)
WSS is positive. The reattachment flow has also the same physiological meaning as the convergent flow in figure 13, i.e. the positive WSSG corresponds to "Stretching for ECs" and is closely related to the initiation of intracranial aneurysms [15].

Generally, the flow pattern of predilection site with respect to aneurysms is quite different from that concerning atherosclerosis. WSS is the gradient of tangential velocity along the aneurysm wall and is very sensitive. Essentially, WSSG which is the derivative with respect to flow direction of WSS would be influenced by a little wall displacement accompanying the deformation by the elasticity. So, the spatial gradient of WSS includes an important pathological meaning. Furthermore, the elasticity might affect WSSG acting on vascular endothelium.

Remarks

Numerical simulation of the intracranial aneurysms should take elasticity into account. With regard to WSSG and flow instability inside aneurysm dome, there would be some influences of the elasticity in CFD.
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